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Who am i?

I am a Turkish citizen who studies Comparative Literature at Eskişehir Osmangazi 
University, and currently i'm doing my Erasmus+ in Eötvös Lorand Tudomanyegyetem. As a 
comparative literature student, i had to know English, and learn French. Therefore, at the moment i 
can speak French as well. 

I'd like to say that i'm one passionate person for many things; but most of all, i like to talk 
and work with people. I can basically communicate with anyone. Being raised in a middle east 
country taught me that. And i also have wide knowledge about literature too.

Education and Skills

I am currently in 3rd year of my studies. In Turkey, people in my department have to study 5 
years; one year for learning a second language (French, or German) and four years of literature and 
many other things.

And i also study sociology at Eskişehir Anadolu University, i'm in my 2nd year in this field.

Currently, i'm the 3rd best student in my department, and my professors are expecting many 
things from me; simply because i have interest in various fields, and i spend most of my time 
reading, and studying. 

I have C1 on Erasmus+ OLS examination. I can send the form if it is asked.

I took Russian classes about one year, therefore i can write, read and speak some Russian. 
Since i am in Hungary at the moment, i can do the same with Hungarian, but a little bit less.

I am really good with communicating people. Since i've read most of the psychology canon, 
i know how to understand, talk and make friends with other people. 

As a comparative literature students, me and my friends published a magazines called 
Peyderpey, and Sonra, and i was the general secretary of the second one (Sonra). 

Additional Information

I traveled most of Turkey, and i went to Prague, Vienna, Krakow, Bratislava, and i will 
continue to travel. I am fond with the European and American cultures, simply because of my 
readings; i've spent my teenager years reading nearly all of the western canon, and when i came to 
Europe, i saw that i was able to adapt European culture faster than any of my friends who came 
from Turkey, or any other Middle East country.

I was writing at some point, and some of my writings got published in couple of magazines. 
One of them is Bireylikler, and it was a poem of my, and the other one is Velvele Mecmua, a journal 
which is formed by the students of Middle East Technical University, and i was in the main group. 



Actually, i am still involved with that magazine.

Activities and Interests

I spend most of my time on reading, and having conversations with my friends. I am highly 
interested in philosophy; especially in Western Philosophy, and Post-Colonial Theories. I took a 
class in ELTE, whose name was Heidegger's Was ist Metaphysik and i took 5 (which is the highest 
grade) in that class. I can play guitar, and i enjoy listening classical music, and i go to concerts 
regularly.

What can i do for you?

I can use all i have to work with you, and make sure that you won't be regretful of choosing 
me. I do not mind about the work hours, or how difficult the work  is. I have confidence in myself, i
can learn and apply quickly.


